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Although many studies of foreign language anxiety focus on the difficulties 
caused by anxiety with 民spect to classroom activities such as speaking and 
listening, this study investigates the possible relationship between general 
foreign language classroom anxietyσLCA) and foreign language reading 
anxiety (FLRA) in the ]apanese classroom. Using previously published 
measurement scales (the FLCAS and the FLRAS), this study seeks first to 
determine the reliability and validity of the individual scales across three 
difたrentgroups 泊 nine intact ftrSt-semester Eng1ish classes (2ラ2studenお)ata
]apanese university. Based on this data, the possible relationships between the 
two theoretical construc臼 offoreign language classroom an:xiety and foreign 
language reading anxiety, and the variable of cl錨s group are explored. The 
m凶白 ofthe study sugg白tthat although subcomponents of the two scales are 
related, overall FLCAS and FLRAS are meas町ing two clearly independent 
constructs. In addition, anxiety types measured also differed significantly 
depending on group membership. 
これまで外国語学習における不安(出立iety) はスピーキングやリスニング

などのクラス活動の分野に重点を置いて研究されてきたが、この研究では、外
国語のクラスにおける一般的な不安(F工CA)と外国語のリーディングに対する不
安(FL恥生)に相関関係があるかを探った。既存の測定尺度(FLCASとFLRAS) を
用い、日本の大学生( 1 年生から 3 年生までの 252 人)を対象に、まず各尺
度の信用性と有効性を調べた。そのデータを基に、外国語のクラスに対する不
安(FLCA)と外国語のリーディングに対する不安(FLRA)というこつの理論上の
構成体には相関関係があるか、そして不安の型には学年による違いが見られる
かを分析した。その結果、 FLCASとFLRASは細部では関連が見られるものの、
全体としては明確に独立した構成体であること、不安の型には学年によって顕
著な違いが見られることがわかった。

官、 esearchers 泊 differentfields have long recogr也edthe existence 

I'C of anxiety and its potential for interference with performance 
~‘ー(e.g. ， Alpert & Haber, 1960; Eysenck, 1979; Spielberger, 1983). 
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刀leirgeneral perspectives on anxiety set the groundwork for the deｭ
velopment of Horwitz , Horwitz, and Cope's (1986) definition of forｭ
eign language anxiety as a complex set of self-perceptions, beliefs, feelｭ
ings, and behaviors related spec泊callyto classroom language learning 
and the language leaming process. They claim three types of anxiety 
as their theoretical basis: communication apprehension, test anxíety, 
and fear of negative evaluation. In an effort to psychometrically assess 
these three types of anxiety underlying foreign language anxiety, 
Horwitz et al. developed the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Sαle 
σLCAS) as a standard instrument (Horwitz et al., 1986). Horwitz also 
studied student beliefs about language learning (Horwitz, 1988) and 
stressed that affective consequences of these beliefs must be considｭ
ered. The results of this study, for example, suggest that a significant 
number of students put stress on grammatical accuracy, which Horwitz 
identifies as a contributing factor to anxiety 泊 foreign language learnｭ
mg. 

Tobias (1986) created a separate taxonomy of anxiety and suggested 
a framework containing three distinct subconstructs of anxiety in lanｭ
guage learr血19: input, processing, and output. Tobias claimed that anxｭ
ious learners have greater difficulty registering information (input), 
cognitive operations (processing), and production (output) than do 
less anxio凶 leamers. MacIntyre and Gardner (1989, 1991b) also 泊ves戸

tigated various types of anxiety scales and tried spec泊cally to assess 
foreign language anxiety. They concluded that foreign language anxiｭ
ety is a situation-specific form of anxiety unrelated to other forms of 
anxiety. 百leyalso examined the relationship between foreign language 
anxiety and foreign language proficiency. Although their findings 
yielded two distinct construcぉ泊 foreignlanguage anxiety凶 support

of Horwitz et al. (1986) , they concluded that test anxiety is a more 
general problem that is not necessari1y specific to the language classｭ
room. They also supported Tobiぉ， (1986) theory by obtaining a negaｭ
tive correlation between anxiety and the leaming (input) and producｭ
tion (output) of French vocabulary. 

An:xiety and Lan:伊ageLearning 

A review of the literature shows the negative relationship between 
anxiety and foreign language learning. Significant negative correlations 
between t岱t anxiety, fmal COUIちe grades, and high competitiveness 加
class, which leads to anxiety and thus 加pa出 leamers' progress and/ 
or performance, are often reported (e.g. , Aida , 1994; Bailey, 1983; 
Chastain, 197ラ; Phillips, 1992). One possible explanation for these re-
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sults may be the negative effect anxiety has on memory and recal1 
(MacIntyre & Gardner, 1991 b; Mac1ntyre & Gardner, 1994b). Another 
possible explanation may be the effect embarrassment and anxiety has 
on classroom performance (Saito & Sam泊ly， 1996; Ely, 1986; Sam加lY
& Tabuse , 1992). In addition to negative changes 泊 performance ， reｭ
search suggests that foreign language anxiety affects learners' classｭ
room behaviors 泊 general(cf. Horwitz et al., 1986; Young, 1991). 

1n contrast, a number of studies have suggested that the effects of 
foreign language anxiety are not always negative. Bailey (1983) found 
that facilitative anxiety was one of the keys to success, po泊ting out 
that although too much anxiety had a negative effect , moderate 
amounts of anxiety produced positive results. 1n other words, a cerｭ
tain amount of anxiety, combined with sufficient motivation and 
enough time, may be beneficial to performance 泊 the target language 
(e.g. , Gardner & Maclntyre, 1992; Maclntyre & Gardner, 1994b; Tobias, 
1986). 
Research has also suggested that levels of FL anxiety vary according 

to instructionallevels, although there is little agreement on where the 
most or least anxiety 1ies. Gardner, Smythe, Clement, and G1iksman 
(1976) found that French-class anxiety correlated more strongly with 
proficiency as the students entered higher grade levels. On the other 
hand, Gardner, Smythe, and Brunet (1977) found the highest anxiety 
existed 泊 the beginners' classes while the least anxietywas observed 
泊 theadvanced and intermediate classes. Saito and Samimy (1996) obｭ
tained a somewhat di丘erent result, exploring the 泊lpactof anxiety on 
leamers of ]apanese at beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels. 
Their results suggest that advanced leamers display the highest anxiｭ
ety levels , while intermediate students scored the lowest and beginｭ
ning students fell between the two. The conflicting findings of these 
three studies suggest that influences on anxiety are q凶te dynamic, with 
factors such as experience with the target language play加ga keyrole. 

1t has also been hypothesized that the initiallevel of anxiety could 
change depending upon learners' experiences and proficiency. 
Maclntyre and Gardner (1991a) cla泊1 that positive experiences with 
the target language and observable achievement in the classroom help 
to reduce anxiet下 Anumber of studies have dealt with the effect of 
immer・sion or intensive courses and their effect on anxiety (C 
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guage, or age. 
Research points to oral classroom activities as some of the most probｭ

lematic and anxiety-provok凶gactivities for foreign language learnerち
(Horwitz et al. , 1986; MacIntyre & Gardner, 1994a; Price, 1991; Mejias, 
Applebaum , Applebaum, & Trotter, 1991; Steinberg & Horwitz, 1986). 
Students experience sign江ïcantly higher anxiety when responding 
orally than when doing other learning tasks, and this anxiety is observｭ
able in oral production. Students in the anxiety-produc泊gsituation of 
orallanguage production tend to respond less interpretively and atｭ
tempt more concrete messages than those in relaxed conditions. 

Several researchers have attempted to measure apprehension speｭ
cific to FL reading and writing. Cheng, Horwitz, and Schallert (1999) 
泊vestigated the relationship between L2 classroom anxiety and L2 
writing anxiety of university English majors in Taiwan using translated 
versions of the Daly-Miller (197ラa ， 197ラb)Writing Apprehension Test 
(SLWA:ηand the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale σLCAS). 
They found that while L2 classroom anxiety involves a more general 
type of anxiety that focuses on spαking apprehension, L2 writing anxiｭ
ety is the more spec泊c type dealing with the language-partic凶arskill 
of writing. In their detailed factor analysis , they reported a five-comｭ
ponent solution: two components (Low Self-confidence 泊 Speaking

English and General English Classroom Performance Anxiety) from the 
FLCAS and three components (Low Self-confidence 泊 Writing English, 
Aversion to Writing in English, and English Writing Evaluation Appreｭ
hension) from the SLWAT. 

Reading anxiety has also been studied in FL sett凶gs. Saito, Garza, 
and Horwitz (1999) used the FLCAS and the FLRASσ'oreign Language 
Reading Anxiety Scale, spec泊callydeveloped to assess reading appreｭ
hension) to 泊vestigate links between general FL anxiety and FL readｭ
凶g anxiety. They wanted to see whether learners' FL anxiety 泊f1u

ences their FL reading anxiety. They found that FL reading anxiety is 
re1ated to but distinguishable from general FL anxiety and that read凶g
anxiety increased as learners' perceptions ofthe diffic凶tyof the readｭ
ing increased. Various leve1s of reading anxiety were found depending 
on the different target languages studied. In contrast, MacIntyre, Noe1s, 
and Clement (1997) , in their study of biases in self-ratings of second 
language proficiency in different skills , found similar leve1s of bias 凶
speakin 
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Statement of Purpose 

Thus far, a large body of research has dealt with communication-reｭ
lated anxiety凶 the foreign language c1assroom , but it seems that 0凶y
a limited number of studies have been conducted to specifically meaｭ
sure reading anxiety. Is reading such a private task that students are 
un凶(elyto feel anxious about it as MacIntyre et al. (1997) suggest? We 
began to question their view when several students in our third-year 
reading c1ass told us that they often feel nervous and have trouble con・
centrating when they have to read 凶 English. They c1aimed that they 
o丘en end up read泊gthe same sentences repeatedly without compreｭ
hension. As Saito et al. (1999) put it,“at first glance , read泊g would 
seem to be the component of FL performance least susceptible to anxiｭ
ety effects" (p. 202). However, it became apparent that some students 
may be experienc泊g quiet apprehension in their L2 reading c1asses. 

The purpose of this study is to explore foreign language classroom 
anxietyσLCA) and forei伊 lan♂Iager伺d加g創立ietyσ工RA)加 the]apa

nese EFL classroom. Previous studies and measurement scales were 
the logical start泊gpo泊t for this undertaking. A1though questionnaires 
such as the FLCAS and FLRAS had been carefully developed and their 
reliability reported, the original forms of these questionnaires were 
developed with a spec江ïc population in mind. Consequently, estabｭ
lishing the reliab出tyand validity of the forms used in this study was a 
primary concern. We then attempted to determine what , if any, relaｭ
tionship exists between these two concepts of anxiety and whether 
this relationship differs depending on group membership , 
operationalized as class level. 
官官 followingresearch questions were explored 泊 this study: 

1. Is there a relationship between general English classroom 
anxiety and English reading anxiety? 

2. Are there differences in types of anxiety based on the school 
year? 

Method 

Participants 

Atotalof2ラ 2 students majoring in English at a large university泊 Kyoto

partidpated泊 theresearch. Three classes each from the ftrst-year, secｭ
ond-year, and third-year courses were chosen at random to represent 
theiryear. 官le subjects consisted of 89 f廿st-year， 8ラ second-year， and 
78 third-year students. Their proficiency 泊 English ranged from high 
beginner to high intermediate , with al1 c1asses containing mixed 
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proficiencies. 百le majority of the high beginners were 凶 theflrst-year 
classes. Student ages ranged from 18 to 21. As in Cheng et al. (1999), 
the c1asses of English majors were dominated by female students, with 
a male-female ratio of ブラ:177 (see Table 1). 

Naturally, school curricula vaηT according to the school year. F廿st
year students , following a recently introduced curriculum, met three 
times a week for what is called “ four skills" classes and also three times 
for “ content-based" classes in which they study in five different conｭ
tent areas 泊 English (Environmental Issues, British Culture, Australian 
Culture , Music , and ]apanese C凶ture) for five weeks each. Secondｭ
and third-year students are in separate curricula. Second-year students 
received six distinct classes per week, including intensive reading, exｭ
tensive reading, grammar, writing, speaking, and 1istening. Third-year 
students met five times a week for intensive reading, extensive readｭ
凶g， business writing, a “ content-based" class, and a seminar. 

Table 1: Participant Data 

Year Participants Male Female Hours of Englishjweek 
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Materials 

Two instruments were used in this study: the FLCAS (Horwitz et al., 
1986) and the FLRAS (Saito et al., 1999). The instruments were designed 
to e1icit students' self-reports regarding anxiety, either over various 
aspec白 ofreading 凶 a foreign language σLRAS) or over general classｭ
room anxiety 泊 a foreign language class σLCAS). All items on both 
instruments were answered on a ラーpo加t Likert scale , rang泊gfrom
“strongly agree" to “strongly disagree." The FLCAS contained 33 items, 
and the FLRAS contained 20 items. In order to ensure that questionｭ
naire items were clearly understood , the ]apanese researcher 泊 this

study translated both questionnaires into ]apanese, and the translation 
was placed underneath each original Eng1ish equivalent. The translaｭ
tion was then back trans1ated and checked by a bilingual]apanese colｭ
league and a bilingual native speaker of Eng1ish to make sure that the 
original mea凶nghad not been altered. 百le only necessary changes to 
the wording of the original instruments were cases where the words 
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“foreign language" and “ language ," found in the original FLCAS and 
FLRAS , were replaced with “ Eng1ish," and "the teacher" was changed 
to "the Eng1ish teacher." 

Procedures 

The FLCAS was administered in the 8th week and FLRAS in the 10th 
week of the Spring semester of 2000. Students were reminded that 
they were not to answer the items based on the specific class where 
the questionnaires were administered, but rather based on general 
English classes or English reading classes. Two ]apanese teachers and 
a native speaker teacher administered the questionnaires to the firstｭ
year students in their “ four skills" c1asses. The questionnaires for the 
second-year students were administered by]apanese teachers in one 
reading and two listening c1asses. The third-year students received the 
questionnaires from two ]apanese and one native speaker teacher in 
their reading c1asses. 

Students who filled out the FLCAS but were absent in the 10th week 
were asked to fill out the FLRAS 泊 the 11th week. Likewise , students 
who missed the FLCAS in the 8th week were told to fill it out 泊 the

11 th week. Students who did not complete a questionnaire or could 
not be located to fill out both questionnaires were eliminated from the 
study, thus slight1y reducing the number of participants. Data collecｭ
tion was for the most part successfi� for each target group, with 9ラ.7%
ofthe f1fSt-year, 93.4% ofthe second-year, and 92.2 % ofthe third year 
students' data being collected. 

Ana砂sお

Thereliab出tyof the two instruments was determined us加gCronbach's 
alpha. Construct va1idity, the ability of the questionnaire to measure 
whatitpu中ortsto measure , and the 泊terre1ationshipamong the items 
included 泊 the questionnaire was determined bya principal compoｭ
nent analysis. The principal component analysis was carried out on a 
Macintosh computer using the STATISTICA (1994) software package. 
A varimax rotation was used and eigenvalues greater than 1.0 and meetｭ
泊gthe scree plot criteria were retained. Significant differences between 
variables and their interactions were explored using MANOVA and 
Pearson r, following principal component analysis. An alpha level of 
.0ラ was set for all statistical procedures. 
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Results 

ReliabiU砂 oftheFLCAS and the FLRAS 

Although reliability of both instruments has been previously reported 
(Cheng et al, 1999; Horwitz et a1., 1986; Saito et al., 1999), the reliabilｭ
ity in these previous cases is not relevant to 0ぽ translated verちionsnor 
to the population of this study. Therefore, internal consistency was 
computed for each of the ]apanese versions of the FLCAS and the FLRAS. 
Cronbach's alpha for the FLCAS was 0.78 (N = 2ラ2 ， M=100.7ラ， andSD 
= 11.43) and for the FLRAS it was 0.71 (N = 2ラ 2 ， M = 61.26, and SD = 

7.33). 百lese values were lower than expected , and much lower than 
the values reported in Cheng et al. (1999) and Saito et al. (1999). Kurｭ
tosis and skewness help determine whether a distribution is normal, 
and here kurtosis was .037 for FLCAS and .339 for the FLRAS and skewｭ
ness was .140 and .089 for the two tests , respectively, indicating norｭ
mal distribution.1 See Table 2 for descriptive statistics by test and year. 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics for FLCAS and FLRAS 

Total Year 1 Year2 Year3 

FLCAS 

Total 2ラ394.000 8894.000 8477.000 8023.000 

Mdn 101.000 99.933 102.000 102.000 
mode 98.000 11.986 101.000 96.000 
M 100.770 100.000 99.729 102.8ラ9

SO 11.428 98.000 10.910 11.192 

nun 72.000 73.000 72.000 73.000 

max 133.000 128.000 12ラ 000 133.000 

kurtosis 0.037 -0.109 0.122 0.087 

skewness 0.140 0.221 0.0ラ7 0.082 

N 2ラ2 89 8ラ 78 

FLRAS 

Total 1ラ437.000 ラ 278.000 ラ327.000 4832.000 

Mdn 62.000 ラ9.000 63.000 61.000 

mode 61.000 ラ4.000 62.000 64.000 

M 61. 2ラ8 ラ9.303 62.671 61.949 

SO 7.326 7.096 7.493 7.004 

nun 41.000 43.000 41.000 43.000 

ロlax 89.000 79.000 78.000 89.000 

kurtosis 0.339 -0.260 0.28ラ 2.067 
skewness 0.089 0.228 -0 . ラ 30 0.722 

N 2ラ2 89 8ラ 78 
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Structure of the Questionnaires 

To explore the component structure of each of the questionn山'es (i.e. , 
to see whlch items grouped together based on subject response) , an 
exploratory principal component analysis with varimax rotation was 
performed. Following thls , correlation coefficients (a numerical meaｭ
sure of the degree of agreement between two sets of scores) were comｭ
puted to determine the associations among factors in each of the quesｭ
tionnaires. Principal component analysis is sensitive to the size of the 
correlation, requiring a rather large sample size. Although there is no 
total agreement among statisticians regarding what constitutes a large 
enough sample size, Tabachnick and Fidell (1996) suggest 300 cases as 
a minimum. Consequently, the sample size for this study (2ラ2) does 
not meet thls criterion. On the other hand, the assumption of a ratio of 
20: 1 for subjects to factors and 2: 1 for subjects to variables (STATISTICA, 
1994) was met by the present data. 

Principal Component Analysお oftheFLCAS

A principal component analysis with varimax rotation produced seven 
factors with eigenvalues greater than one. Retaining all seven factors 
would create a model too complex for our purposes, so a smaller numｭ
ber of factors was extracted. The number of factors to extract in the 
study was based on two methods: the frrst being that previous research 
determined a two-factor solution and the second being a standard staｭ
tistical analysis us泊g a scree plot. If the eigenvalues are plotted on a 
graph, the place where the smooth decrease of eigenvalues appears to 
level off is the cutoff point. All eigenvalues to the left of the cutoff 
point will be retained as factors in the matrix. The scree plot was choｭ
sen over the more familiar Kaiser criterion based on evidence that the 
Kaiser criterion sometimes retains too many factors (Kline , 1994; 
STATlSTICA, 1994) and based on the interpretability of a two-factor 
versus a seven-factor solution. Looking at a scree plot of the eigenvalｭ
ues for thls study showed that the plot turned right following Factor 2 
(see Figure 1). The last five factors were thus discarded. Ifthe cun・ent

model based on two factors is correct, then the two factors will exｭ
pla加 a substantial amount of variance in all items. The percent of variｭ
ance explained for each factor and the total percent explained can be 
found in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Resu1ts of Factor Analysis for FLCAS 

Item# Questionnaire items Fl 

2.1 don't worry about making mistakes in English class. .547 
3. 1 tremble when 1 know 出at I'm go加g to be called on 泊Eng1ishclass. -.6ラ7
4. It frightens me when 1 don't understand what the teacher is 

saying in English. -.546 
8.1 am usually at ease during tests in my English class. .384 
9.1 start to panic when 1 have to speak without preparation 

in English class. -.519 
12. In English class, 1 can get so nervous 1 forget things 1 know. ー.676
13. It embarrasses me to volunteer answers 凶 myEnglish class. ー.4ラ8

14.1 would not be nervous speaking English with native speakers. う83

16. Even ifI am well prep乱red for Eng1ish class, 1 feel anxious about it. -.6ラ2

19. 1 am afraid that my English teacher is ready to correct eve町
mistake 1 make. ・.423

20.1 can feel my heart pounding when 1 am going to be called 
on in my English class. -.732 

22.1 don't feel pressure to prepare very well for English class. .407 
24.1 feel very self-conscious about speaking English in 

front of other students. -.369 
26. 1 feel more tense and nervous in my English class 

than in my other classes. -.747 
27. 1 get nervous and confused when 1 am speaking 

in my English class. ー.779

29.1 get nervous when 1 don't understand every word 
the English teacher says. ー .684

30.1 feel overwhe1med by the number of rules you have to 
learn to speak English. -.453 

F2 h2 

.34ラ

.488 

.36ラ
ー 16ラ

.411 

.464 

.276 

.4ラ2

.480 

2ラ3

.ラ63

.166 

.1ララ

.602 

.6ラブ

.492 

2ラ6

、昨
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Table 3 (Continued) 

Item# Questionnaire items F1 F2 h2 

25. English class moves so 午Jickly1 wo汀yaboutgett泊g left behind. -.447 .424 .380 
33.1 get nervous when the English teacher asks questions 

wl昱h 1 haven't prepared 泊 advance . -.623 .4ラ4
31. 1 am afraid that the other students willlaugh at me 

when 1 speak En副ish. -.626 .408 
21. The more 1 study for an English test, the more confused 1 get. -.308 .322 .199 
1. 1 never feel quite sure of myselfwhen 1 am speak:ing in English. .604 .562 
ラ. It wouldn't bother me at all to take more En副ish classes . ー .618 .384 
6. During English class, 1 find myselfthinking about things that 

have notl佖g to do with the course. 
7. 1 keep thinking that the other students are better at English 

than 1 am. 
10. 1 worry about the consequences of failing my English class. 
17. 1 often feellike not going to my English class. 
18. 1 feel confident when 1 speak in my English class. 
23.1 always feel 出at the other students speak English better 

than 1 do. 
28. When I'm on my way to English class, 1 feel veη'sure 

and relaxed. 
32.1 would probably feel comfortable around native speakers 

ofEnglish. 
Eigenvalues 
Percentage ofvariance 
Cumulative percentage of total variance 

.477 .2ラ6

.573 .420 

.511 .3ラ8

.697 .489 
・う77 .444 

.560 .388 

-.570 .488 

-.43ラ .339
10.26 2.04 

31.09 6.18 
31.09 37.28 

The communalities shown to the right in Table 3 are the proporｭ
tions of variance of each item due to the common factors. If the present 
mode1 is correct, then the values will be generally homogeneous. This 
twかcomponent solution is similar to Cheng et a1. (1999); however, 
unlike their study, which exc1uded items with factor loadings less than 
うoandjor double loadings within .20 of the primary loading, this study 
inc1uded all items in the analysis with loadings greater than .30, reｭ
gardless of double load泊gs. These factor loadings represent the co汀e

lation of a variable with a factor, and loadings of .30 or more are conｭ
sidered to be significant (K1ine, 1994). Consequently, only items 11 
and 1ラ were de1eted based on low factor loadings and communalities. 

The ftrst factor, which accountεd for 31.1 % of the variance included 
items related to anxiety, fear, and pressure re1ated to performance in 
the English c1assroom. In particular, the two items with the highest 
load泊gs on Factor 1, items 26 ("1 fee1 more tense and nervous 泊 my
English c1ass than in my other c1asses") and 27 ("1 get nervo凶 andconｭ
fused when 1 am speaking 泊 myEnglish c1ass") reflect students' anxi-
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ety about classroom performance. Therefore, this component was laｭ
beled General English Classroom Performance Anxiety (FLCA1). 

The second factor, which accounted for 6.2% of the total variance , 
included items not specifically related to performance 加 theclassroom. 
Many of the items that loaded on Factor 2 were concerned with selfｭ
confidence in English ability, such as item 1 ("1 never feel quite s町eof

myselfwhen 1 am spea恒ngin English"). In addition to these , the items 
that loaded the highest on Factor 2 were items perta泊泊gto attending 
English classes such as items ラ and 17. Since these could be related to 
general self-confidence , factor 2 was labeled Low Self-Confidence 泊
Speaking Eng1ish σLCA2). 

Princ厓al Component Analysお oftheFLRAS

Using the same procedure described above , a principal component 
analysis of FLRAS suggested a three-component solution, which acｭ
counted for 40.89% of the total variance (Table 4). Items 1ラ and 16 
were deleted based on their low factor loadings and low communa1iｭ
ties , and item 2 , which double loaded on factor 1 and factor 2 , was also 
deleted for the p町pose of clarity. 

Items in factor 1, which accounted for a pproximately 21 % of the 
total variance, were mainly concerned with grammar and vocabulary. 
The items that loaded the highest on this factor were item 6 (“1 get 
upset whenever 1 encounter unknown grammar when reading Enｭ
glish") and item 8 ("It bothers me to encounterwords 1 can't pronounce 
whi1e reading Eng1ish"). Therefore, this factor was labeled Familiarity 
with English Vocab凶aryand Grammar (FLRA 1). 

Factor 2, accounting for 11.79% ofthe total variance, was concerned 
mainly with confidence in reading English and reading enjoyment. Item 
12 ("1 enjoy reading 凶 English") and item 13 ("1 feel confident when 1 
am reading 泊 English") were representative of factor 2 and so this facｭ
tor was labeled Reading Confidence/Enjoymentσ工RA2).

Factor 3 accounted for 8. 1 % of the total variance and included a vari・

ety of items, making it diffic凶t to label 出is factor. The highest loading for 
factor 3 was ite;m 19 (“English culture and ideas seem very foreign to 
me") but other items with almost equally high loadings were item 9 ("1 
usually end up translating word by word when 1 am reading English 泊
front of me") and item 11 ("1 am worried about all the new symbols you 
have to learn in order to read English"). Since these items dealt either 
with English culture or ideas, as well as the English writ泊g system, this 
factor was labeled Language Distance σLRA3) (See Table 4). 
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Table 4: Results of Factor Analysis for FLRAS 

Item# Questionnaire items F1 F2 F3 h2 

I get upset when I'm not sure whether I 
underちtandwhat I'm reading in English. ー . ラ86 .3ブ6

ラ. I am nervous when I am reading a passage in 
English when I am not familiar with the topic. ー.37ラ .23ラ

6. I get upset whenever I encounter unknown 
grammar when reading English. -.739 .636 

7. When reading English, I get nervous and 
confused when I don't understand every word. ー.ラララ -ララ1 .610 

8. It bothers me to encounter words I can't 
pronounce while reading English -.6ララ 43ラ

20. You have to know so much about English history 
and culture in order to read English. '・420 .308 

3. When I'm reading English, I get so confused I 
can 't remember what I'm reading. -.47ラ .381 

12. I enjoy reading in English. .740 .633 
13. I feel confident when I am reading in English. .84ラ 717 
14. Once you get used to it, reading English is not 

so difficult.. .627 .ラ41

18. I am satisfied with the 1eve1 of reading abili町田
English that I have achieved so far. .629 .468 

4 I fee1 intimidated whenev.εr I see a who1e 
page of English. ー.484 .424 

9. I usually end up translating word by word when 
l' m reading English in front of me. ー.630 .4ララ

10. By the time you get past the funny lette問 and

symbols in English, it's hard to remember 
what you're reading about ラ10 .367 

11. I am worried about all the new symbols you 
have to 1earn in order to read Eng1ish. -.626 .470 

17. I don't mind reading to myself, but I fee1 very 
uncomfortable when I have to read English aloud. -.472 .2ラ6

19. English culture and ideas seem very foreign to me. -.631 .492 

Eigenvalues 4.20 2.36 1.62 
Percentage ofvariance 20.99 11.79 8.10 
Cumulative percentage of total variance 20.99 32.78 40.88 

Correlations among the Questionnaires 
and 1�eir Subcomponents 

Based on the results of the above two principal components analyses, 
Pearson correlations were computed for the FLCAS and FLRAS and their 
subcomponents using factor scores derived from the principal comｭ
ponent analyses. Table ラ presents the correlation matrix. FLCAl (Genｭ
eral English Classroom Performance Anxiety) correlates significantly 
with FLRAl (Familiarity with Eng1ish Vocabulary and Grammar) and 
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FLRA3 (Language Distance). This suggests the obvious connection 
betweenfam出aritywith the FL and perfonnance anxiety. FLCA2 (Low 
Self-confidence in Speaking English) correlated significantly with two 
of the factors in FLRAS: Reading Confidence/EnjoymentσLRA2)and 
Language Distance σLRA3)， suggesting that self-confidence in speakｭ
泊g and reading are related and that familiarity with the mechanics of 
Eng1ish is also related to self-confidence. 
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Table う: Pearson Correlation Matrix 

FLCA2 FLCA1 FLRA3 FLRA2 FLRA1 

1.000 
.2う9*

・.298*

1.000 
.000 
-.066 

.390* 

1.000 
.002 
.000 
.413* 

・.023

FLRA1 
FLRA2 
FLRA3 
FLCA1 
FLCA2 

1.000 
.000 1.000 

Note. * p<.Oラ

MANOκ4 

Using the factor scores from both factor analyses, a Multiple Analysis 
ofVariance (MANOVA) was perfonned to see 江 there was any si伊úfi

cant effect for the independent variable of school year. The dependent 
variables in the statistical procedure were the three factors for the 
FLRAS and the two factors for the FLCAS. A significant effect for the 
independent variable ofyear was found (p < .008; df = 10,488) and 
the Wilks' Lamda was .908. Univariate analysis indicated that the sigｭ
nificant factor in this analysis was FLRA1 (Familiarity with Eng1ish Voｭ
cabu1ary and Grammar) , as shown in Table 7. 

Table 6: MANOVA Resu1ts 

p 

FLRA1 
FLRA2 
FLRA3 
FLCA1 
FLCA2 

.0198 

.1940 

.061ラ

.0792 

.6121 

F 

3.9832 
1. 6ラ08
2.8209 
2. ラ623
0.4919 

M5 

0.9824 
1.0008 
0.993ラ
0.9916 
1.0081 

df 

フ
臼
フ
臼
フ
臼
フ
-
フ
臼

55 

3.9133 
1.6ラ22
2.8026 
2 . ラ408

0.49ラ9

Source 
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Table 7: MANOVA Univariate Analysis Results 

Effect Wilks' Lambda Rao's R df df 2 p 

0.908 2.4 1ラ 10 488 0.008 

Discussion 

Unlike Saito et al. (1999), who found a significant re1ationship between 
the overall FLCAS and FLRAS , we found almost no statistically signifiｭ
cant corre1ation between the two scales. While Saito et a1. c1aim that 
students with high general FL anxiety tend to have high FL read凶g
anxiety, our findings indicate that FL reading anxlety is very specific 
and independent of more general types of FL anxiety. Items 仕omboth 
measures loaded on different components except for “!ow self-confiｭ
dence," which was found to be a significant component of both anxiｭ
ety scales. We found two subcomponents 泊 the FLCAS 出atwe labeled 
General Classroom Performance AnxietyσLCAl) and Low Self-Confiｭ
dence in Speaking Eng1ishσLCA2) and three subcomponents in the 
FLRAS that we labeled Familiarity with Eng1ish Vocabulary and Gramｭ
marσI及Al)， R，αding ConfidencejEnjoymentσLRA2)， and Lan伊lage

Distance σLRA3). When the items in the two measures were examｭ
ined further based on the factors above, however, there were signifiｭ
cant re1ationships between the FLCAl and FLRA3, the FLCA2 and the 
FLRA2, and the FLCA2 and the FLRA3. Although the FLCAS and the 
FLRAS are independent of each other, they share some latent anxiety 
e1ements. 

Previous research supports the idea that anxiety in foreign language 
learning is a multi-faceted construct. Those constructs seem to vary 
depending on target language and different learning sett凶gs. Aida 
(1994) administered the FLCAS to a c1ass of students of ]apanese and 
obtained four factors (Speech Anxiety and Fear ofNegative Evaluation, 
Fear of Fai1ing the Class , Comfortableness in Speaking with Native 
Speakers ofjapanese, and Negative Attitude towardjapanese Class) , 
none of which was s也ùlarto any of the factors we found in the FLCAS. 
On the other hand , Cheng et al. (1999) examincd the FLCAS and the 
SLWAT and found low self-coIﾛldence as a significant component in 
bothmロsures . Moreover, their two subcomponents of the FLCAS were 
similar to the subcomponents we obtained in the FLCAS, although 
Cheng et a1. found the low confidence dimension as the primary COffiｭ
ponent. 
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As for the FLRAS, we cannot compare our findings to other studies 
because, thus far, onlya few researchers have recognized the possible 
existence of FL reading anxiety. Mter administering the FLRAS , Saito 
et al. (1999) also claimed that FL reading is an anxiety-provoking activｭ
ity. Their study, however, was conducted in French, Russian , andJapaｭ
nese language classrooms. Anticipating that two aspects , a) unfamiliar 
scripts and writing systems and b) unfamiliar cultural material , would 
have an impact on learners' anxiety, they simply compared means of 
the data 企omeach language group. Their participants, however, were 
in ftrst-semester university classes, that is, relatively new learners of a 
foreign language. When dea1ing with English majors inJapan , aspect 
a) above may not be applicable. Most students have studied English 
since junior high school and are fan�iar with the English a1phabet and 
symbols. Therefore , some items in the FLRAS may not have been suitｭ
able. For example , “funny letters and symbols" in item 10 and “new 
symbols" in item 11 may not have been understood precisely. 

As our data analysis suggested , the first subcomponent of FLRAS 
σLRA1 ， Familiarity with English Vocabulary and Grammar) was the 
most signi.ficant factor in marking difference by school year. lt seems 
that first-year students tend to be more concerned about unfamiliar 
topics , unknown sounds, words, and grammar (displayed in items ラフ

6 , 7, and 8) . 刀leyare likely to focus on details rather than the big picｭ
ture of the reading. As Saito et al. (1999) found， 川lefact that students 
feel they should understand eveη屯hingand experience anxiety whenｭ
ever they encountεr unfamiliar words and grammar" (p. 214) was most 
prevalent in the first-year students. 

We should, however, po泊tout the limitations ofthis study. The major 
limitation of this study is the low reliability of both questionnaires, and 
it is this low reliability that may have had an effect on the findings of 
the principal component analysis. There are a number of possib出ties

why the reliability for these two scales was low. Possible sources of 
variance inc1ude variance due to questionnaire administration, variance 
attributable to the participants , and variance attributable to the quesｭ
t�nnarre items. 

The results need to be interpreted with caution because although 
students were told to answer about English classes 泊 general ， they 
may have responded based on the speci白c c1ass they were attendi 
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Variance attributable to the participants and di百erentcurricula could 
have somehow affected th住 anxietyreactions as well. Third-year stuｭ
dents do not actually have conversation class , but may be required to 
speak 凶 a more challenging situation in readinglwrit泊gc1asses. Firstｭ
year students learn to read in an integrated “four-sk出s" course, so they 
were not really exposed to extensive reading yet. We also did not take 
students' individual experiences or proficiency into consideration. 

Another source ofvariance to consider is the sensitivity of responses 
to item wording. Although the two scales contain sets of items that are 
intended to measure the same type of anxiety, our participants reｭ
spondeddi妊erentlyto the items such as F工CASitem 3 ("1 tremblewhen 
1 know that I'm go凶gto be ca1led on 凶 Englishclass") (M = 2.72 , SD = 
1.10) and item 20 ( “1 can feel my heart pounding when 1 am going to 
be cal1ed on in my English c1ass") (M = 3. 10, SD = 1.10). Item 4 ( “It 
frightens me when 1 don't understand what the teacher is saying in 
Eng1ish") (M = 3.06, SD = 1.21) was also marked differently from its 
counterpart , item 29 ("1 get nervous when 1 don't understand every 
word the English teacher says") (M = 3.32 , SD = 1.04). We observed a 
more noticeable difference 加 the FLRAS, displayed in item 1 ( “1 get 
upset when I'm not sure whether 1 understand what I'm reading in 
English") (M = 2.2ラ SD =0.9ラ) anditem7 ( “When reading English, 1 get 
nervo凶 andconfused when 1 don't understand every word") (M = 3.18, 
SD = 1. 10). 百1US ， one plausible explanation for our low reliability is a 
lack of exact agreement among the intended items. 

With respect to the two scales used, the FLRAS is not as thoroughly 
tried and tested as the FLCAS.η1e especially low re1iability displayed 
by the FLRAS 泊 our study raises the question of the applicabi1ity of 
this scale , in its present form , to English majors in ]apan. A1so , the 
wording 泊 the]apanese translation, although carefully constructed , 
may have somehow affected the reliab出町.

Conclusion 

A1though reading is considered a private task and thought to be 
unsusceptible to anxiety (Maclntyre et a1. , 1997), our findings show 
the existence of apprehension towards FL reading, which is distinguishｭ
able from general FL anxiety. When the items were examined further 
by factor analysis, our five-factor solution indicated a complex feature 
of FL anxiety. We found some relationships between the subcompoｭ
nents of the two scales; however, the FLCAS and the FLRAS , being far 
from identical, can be seen お m伺suringdifferent construc白. Thethree 
componenぉ we found in the FLRAS are related to anxiety specific to 
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FL reading, and they describe important types of anxiety that mayarise 
泊 FL reading classrooms. 

Regarding our second research question, our data provide tentative 
suppoロ forthe view that reading anxiety due to lir凶tedfan世iaritywith

Eng1ish grammar and vocabu1ary is greater among first-year students 
than second-or third-year students. One possible explanation for this 
may be the attention paid to graロunarand vocabulary when preparing 
for entrance exams. It could be that this attention to grammar and voｭ
cabulary lessens as students progress through their four yea.rち ofstudy.

If this is the case, then teachers may wish to spec泊cally address this 
reading anxiety 泊 thefirst year, possibly by focusing more on fluency 
activities than on accuracy activities, for example. 

Whether or not our加terpretationof our fmdings is co汀ect ， wehope 
that our study has shown the importance of establishing the va1idity 
and reliability of a questionna廿efor each new population and translaｭ
tion. Bぉedon our resu1ts 江 is clear that 血esurveys and the items therein 
should be redesigned. In addition, more qua1itative research, such as 
interviews and classroom observation, would help to shed some light 
on the validity of the models created by this study. By using multiple 
methods of data collection and data analysis, it may be possible to come 
to a clearer understanding of FL reading anxiety and its relationship to 
general FL anxiety. 
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Note 

A1though values c10se to zero are desired for both kurtosis and skewｭ

ness , the standard e汀orof measurement for kurtosis in this study was 

.1ラ4 ， and the standard e汀or of measurement for skewness was .308. 

Based on these values , the obtained skewness values were compared 
with zero using a z distribution (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 19%, p. 72). 
No significant kurtosis or skewness was found at a = .01. 
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